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Labour productivity must be measured in accordance with standardized
procedures, versus sustainable and consistent benchmarks.
Process improvements must be unambiguously translated into financial
results.
PMP Main Objectives
Consistency between higher-level financial indicators
and manufacturing-level productivity-related
measurements
Automatic processing of manufacturing-related KPIs at
all levels

Comprehensive and easily browsable dashboards with
relevant and up-to-date pieces of information for all
managers, from shop-floor supervisors to executives
Integrated approach to define unbiased productivity
measurements in multiple-site contexts

Qualified productivity measurements through the
Integration of company systems and data sources
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Productivity Management Platform is an integrated process that
bridges the gap between production scheduling and execution
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02 Presence Management & Production Scheduling
Detailed and automatic allocation of direct and
indirect operator’s presence hours to each line

03 Production & Losses Collection
Digital solution for dynamic feeding of production data
& losses by team leaders into a cloud-based data
lake
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Centralized time management governance and Ergo-MTM
data structure enable the definition of certified time standards
and biomechanical load. Required technical skills are linked to
work-cycle structure.

Standard time

Ergonomics

Skills (required)

Value analysis

Standard times are set
with MTM-UAS

Biomechanical load is
evaluated with EAWS

Required technical skills
are linked to each task

Value adding analysis is
performed applying
predefined rules

TiCon 4 is the solution of choice for work cycle management
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The integration of presence management systems, workers’
skill matrix, worker master data and production
scheduling enable detailed and automatic allocation of direct
and indirect operator’s presence hours to each line
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Team Management
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Local badge readers support
real-time presence tracking
throughout the plant:
● At main entrance
● At line or work center
● Direct vs. indirect labour

● Actual presence is
checked against expected
attendance
● Deviations are promptly
detected and corrections
are made by team leaders
● Absence requests and
loans from other teams are
managed by team leaders

Production schedule is
retrieved from scheduling
systems and linked to
standard line balancings
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A digital solution supports team leaders in daily teammanagement tasks and allows for dynamic feeding of
production data & losses into a cloud-based data-lake

Allocation

Data collection

Cost deployment

KPI

Task characteristics,
worker’s skill matrix and
ergonomic constraints are
evaluated to suggest
optimal worker allocation

Production data are
collected directly from
MES whenever available

● Objective data are
promptly available for
Cost Deployment
analysis
● Expected results of
improvement projects
can be constantly
checked against actual
data

KPI are inter-connected
in a comprehensive
calculation chain to
monitor Productivity
through MxPxU
decomposition
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Efficiency & Ergonomics Assistant is PwC’s innovative application that
enables Productivity Management Platform process
E&E-A Main Features
Track man-hours within the process, promptly and at
work center level
(direct, indirect, idle)
Bridge the gap between scheduling and execution

Close the loop of improvement projects

Facilitate team leaders management tasks by providing
prompt information and full visibility
(i.e. on crew availability, loan requests from other
teams, scheduling changes)

Assign the right person to each task
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This is how PwC’s Efficiency & Ergonomics Assistant supports team
leaders in carrying out their daily tasks
Worker Allocation
Planned workers
attendance and
allocation algorithm for
scheduled batches

Data Sources:
◉ Prod Schedule
◉ HR System
◉ TiCon

Presence and Hours
Tracking
Entrance and exit of
worker and man-hours
allocation

Notification
Anomaly notice
Daily adjustment report

Data Sources:
◉ Badge readers
◉ HR System

Worker Attendance
Planning
Holiday request
management and
sickness leave
notification
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Efficiency & Ergonomics Assistant allows for preventive check of workerto-task suitability on all EAWS sections

The implemented algorithm relies on the
EAWS to determine task’s ergonomic
demand
Worker’s physical limitations in worker
master data are checked against EAWS
sections scores and only suitable
allocations are displayed
In suggesting the optimal match, the
algorithm is also able to evaluate other
constraints not directly affecting
biomechanical load, such as the risk of
exposure to excessive heat or cold or
working in loud environments
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Efficiency & Ergonomics Assistant embeds productivity deployment
dashboards fed with up-to-date shop-floor data, easily browsable and based
on international benchmarks
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“Without standards, there can
be no improvement.”
Taiichi Ohno

Productivity Management Platform
brings world-class standards to life by
ensuring ergonomic sustainability,
empowering shop-floor managers,
enhancing the visibility of executive
levels and unlocking organization’s
improvement potentials.
PwC
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